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Key Terms:
1. Leadership: energizing a community of people toward 

accomplishing some shared mission.

2. Contextual Intelligence: is the ability to accurately diagnose a 
context and make the correct decisions regarding what to do.
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One 
Intelligence to 
Serve them All



In J.R.R. Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings series, the One Ring was an artifact of 
incredible power. Crafted by the Dark Lord Sauron in the fires of Mount 

Doom, the single ring could exercise control over the other Rings of 
Power, therefore bringing all peoples under Sauron’s tyrannical rule. 

Rather than a dark lord, seeking to rule over all others, those under the 
Lordship of Jesus are to become servants of others, bringing 

reconciliation and healing where there is fragmentation. 

CQ brings together and unites all the other multiple intelligences. It is the 
one intelligence to serve them all.



Let the same mind be in you that was in Christ Jesus,
who, though he was in the form of God,

did not regard equality with God
as something to be exploited,

but emptied himself,   taking the form of a slave,
being born in human likeness.

And being found in human form,
he humbled himself

and became obedient to the point of death-
even death on a cross.

Therefore God also highly exalted him
and gave him the name

that is above every name,
so that at the name of Jesus

every knee should bend,
in heaven and on earth and under the earth,

and every tongue should confess
that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.

Philippians 2:1-11













The 
60/40 
problem 







Manuel Castells

“The Network Society”

A society whose social structure is made of networks 
powered by microelectronics-based information and 

communication technologies.



Desperation: 
the seedbed of innovation !



“Cultures are more like clouds than clocks.”

-Robert Service



Contextual Intelligence: 
Yale psychologist Robert Sternberg (1985) first popularized the 

term “contextual intelligence” in his contention that any 
intelligence must take place in an actual context, and its 

assessment must be contextually oriented. 
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“In Their Time” 
Mayo and Nohira conducted an exhaustive study of a “canon of business legends” 

and discovered that what each person had in common was a leadership “that springs 
forth from an appreciation and understanding of one’s situation in the world” … 

“how to make sense of one’s time and to seize opportunities” … 

Contextual Intelligence is “a sensing capability, the profound sensitivity to macro-
level contextual factors in the creation, growth, or transformation of business.”

Mayo, Anthony J., and Nitin Nohria. In their time : the greatest business leaders of the twentieth century. Boston, Mass: Harvard Business School Press, 
2005, P.  XV.



Examples: 
The first thing George Washington (1732-99) did after 

becoming President was to take a trip through all 
thirteen states. He wanted to contextualize in his mind 
and heart the whole of this new nation. But to make 

sure no one took his presidential journey as some 
royal procession, he refused to stay in the elegant 

houses of the local rich, but sheltered in lodging and 
inns available to every traveler . . . Hence the signage 

of “George Washington stayed here.” Hence the 
tradition of tracking the tracks of George Washington 

in that first trip across America



Madam C.J. Walker 
(born Sarah Breedlove)

1867-1919



Orphaned at age 8, married at 14, widowed at 20. Madam Walker was a single mother who worked as a 
washwoman for 18 years earning $1.50 per day. She lost her hair due to harsh chemicals. She became 

the owner and president of the largest black-owned business in the US. 

First self-made female millionaire in US history… how?



Examples:
Louie Pasteur’s on-site laboratories at the scene 
of major problems, reading from within context, 

then through experimentation, developing 
solutions (knowing what to do). He saved the 

sheep and cattle farmers livelihood, figured out 
how to prevent wine from spoiling, and saved 

the silk industry. While everyone else was back 
in the lab trying to figure it out from an ivory 
tower, he was in the trenches of the problem 

reading the signs. That is more about CIQ than 
IQ. 



Examples:
• John Wesley Powell paid attention to his place. He warned 

of the coming “Dust Bowl,” but no one listened to him. He 
“read” his “there,” in this case the geography of the US, and 
in 1877 drew a longitudinal line from Mexico to Canada 
(100th Meridian) that separated the US into an arid West 
and a verdant East. Western senators got him fired from his 
longtime directorship of the United States Geological Survey 
Office. But in 1935 a 10,000-foot-tall dust cloud descended 
on Washington, D. C., “The Black Duster.” 

• Powell calculated that you need 20 inches of rain a year to 
grow crops. Aridity of the West means that without 
irrigation, no matter how many acres you get, it’s a black 
future of bankruptcy. He believed that you needed to 
expand with intelligence, and with sensitivity to the 
topography, the weather, the stewardship of the land… the 
“there” of be, there, with, all.



Examples:
For a more recent example, think of Bill Gates’ 
now famous 2015 TED talk where he accurately 

predicted a coming pandemic crisis. In 2018 
Gates again noted the coming of a disease that 

within six months could potentially kill 30 
million people. An Issacharian, he was reading 
the signs of the times and proposing what to 

do, highlighting the lack of pandemic 
preparedness. Unfortunately, as in so many 
cases with contextually intelligent persons, 

nobody listened
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The Church in a Time of PandemicThree Contextually 
Intelligent Movements

1. Early Church
2. Methodism

3. Fresh Expressions



Early Church
Case Study in CQ
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A great example of the inculturation that comes from a high CQ 
on the ground is the Apostle Paul’s famous speech standing at Areopagus 
in Greece, which overlooks the Agora. Paul uses cultural phenomenon as 

a medium of proclamation: 
“Athenians, I see how extremely religious you are in every way. For as I 

went through the city and looked carefully at the objects of your 
worship, I found among them an altar with the inscription, “To an 

unknown god.” What therefore you worship as unknown, this I proclaim 
to you. The God who made the world and everything in it is the Lord of 

heaven and earth and does not live in temples built by hands”
Acts 17:24
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• Paul recodes and reframes his message in the meaning system of the 
hearers by a process of translation: the ability to build a bridge of meaning 

between culture (context) and the gospel (content). 
• But notice how Paul’s Areopagus Address starts constructing the bridge on 

their side of the shore. 
• He does this by quoting their own poets and philosophers: “for in him we 

live and move and have our being.” This line originated with the native 
Athenian poet Epimenides around 600 B.C. Stoic philosopher Aratus, who 
was also a resident of Athens where he studied under Zeno himself (315-
240 B.C.), wrote the tribute to “Zeus, for we are truly his offspring.” Paul 

does his homework, honors his hearers by using local voices, and shows his 
respect for their traditions by immersing himself in their context and 

worldview.”
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Christians have always led the way in harnessing the emerging technologies for the expansion 
of the faith. 

• Paul’s uses of these technologies helped the first scattered churches communicate and multiply. 
Christians early adoption of the codex preserved and spread the Gospels. 

• Johannes Guttenberg’s printing press fueled the reformation. 
• Billy Graham’s use of stadiums, microphones, and speakers in his evangelism crusades, translated 

into birthing the first modern mega-churches.
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How do we use the context as a medium 
of proclamation? What life affirming 
tendencies are already there? Where is 
the Good News already imbedded in the 
culture? How do we bring it out? 



Let’s watch this together:

Pay attention there will be a CQ quiz!



“This is Me”
https://youtu.be/XLFEvHWD_NE



Share in the chat:

1. Where did you see good news?

2. How would you interpret that for a not-yet-
Christians?



Early Methodism 
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Penitent Band
“Rehabilitation”

Visitation

Discipleship Matrix
Early Methodism 

Field Preaching
“Awakening” 

Anglican Parish
“Awakening, Justification, 

Sanctification” 

Society
“Awakening,
Justification”

Class
“Justification,

Sanctification”

Band
“Sanctification”

“Awakening, 
Justification, 

Sanctification” 



Penitent Band
“Rehabilitation”

Visitation

Discipleship Matrix
Early Methodism 

Field Preaching
“Awakening” 

Anglican Parish
“Awakening, Justification, 
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Society
“Awakening,
Justification”

Class
“Justification,

Sanctification”

Band
“Sanctification”
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Fx Small 
Group

“Rehabilitation”
Same Gender

Apprentice
Dyads

Discipleship Matrix
Blended Ecology 

Fresh Expression
“Awakening”

Analog/Digital
Large Mixed 

Group
Xian & Not Yet 

Xian
Centered Set

Inherited Congregation
“Awakening, Justification, 

Sanctification”
Bounded Set 

FX Break Out 
Group

“Awakening,
Justification”

Exploring Faith
Mixed

FX Check In
Group

“Justification,
Sanctification”

FX Small 
Group

“Sanctification”
Same Gender

Xians



Celebrate
Recovery

“Rehabilitation”
Same Gender
Zoom, Text, 

Phone

Apprentice
1 on 1
Weekly 

FaceTime 

Yoga Church Digital
Discipleship Matrix 

Yoga Church 
Digital

“Awakening”
Livestream

Xian & Not Yet 
Xian

Yoga & Devo

Open Air Worship
“Awakening, Justification, 

Sanctification”
Analog

Bounded Set 

Living Room 
Church

“Awakening,
Justification”

Facebook, 
YouTube

Conversations 
for a Difference

“Justification,
Sanctification”
Zoom Room
After Yoga
Jesus Story

Mascara 
Mondays

“Sanctification”
Women Only
Zoom, Text, 

Phone



American Methodism 
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Fresh expressions…

 Take seriously the context











Neighborhoods and Networks   



Flows: 
Mobile, 

networked, 
culture



Connecting 
in First, 

Second, and 
Third Places



Around 
practices

Connected by flows



CQ key reminder:

A church this is not a contextualized expression of 
its community is not faithful to the gospel. 



A Contextual Form of Church?



1. What is “gospel” to Matt?

2. What is “church” to this community?







1. What did you notice?

2. What connections could you make with 
contextual intelligence and contextually 

appropriate church? 



Resources:
Sweet, Leonard and Michael Beck Contextual Intelligence: Unlocking the Ancient Secret to Mission on 

the Front Lines (2020).

Beck, Michael Adam, "Contextual Intelligence: One Intelligence to Serve Them All" (2019). Doctor of 
Ministry. 359. https://digitalcommons.georgefox.edu/dmin/359 

Beck, Michael, with Alan Hirsch et al. in Red Skies (2022)

Mayo and Nohria, In Their Time: The Greatest Business Leaders of the Twentieth Century (2005).

Kutz, Matthew R. Contextual Intelligence: Smart Leadership for a Constantly Changing World (2013).

Khanna, Tarun. “A Case for Contextual Intelligence." Harvard Business Review 92, no. 9 (September 
2014): 58–68.



Connect:

MichaelAdamBeck.com

Contextual Intelligence Studio
https://www.facebook.com/groups/566043914308142



All training participants use code 
BECK55PL for 20% discount @ 

https://www.inviteresources.co
m/store/view/painting-with-

ashes-paperback/



Q & A
Break

Post in the comments
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